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Abstract
Extending the Higgs sector of the MSSM by the addition of a gauge singlet scalar field can rem-
edy the µ problem. We explore the implications of extended models for both the spectrum of
the neutralinos and the cascade decays of the neutralinos and charginos. Extra steps due to light
decoupled neutralinos in the cascade decays of both neutralinos and charginos allow an excess of
trilepton events compared to the MSSM and the existence of events with higher lepton multiplic-
ity. Additionally, displaced vertices of the χ02 due to small decay widths in some models may be
observable.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Discovering the underlying physics at the TeV scale is the primary goal of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) and the future International Linear Collider (ILC). If supersymmetry
(SUSY) is found to exist it will be important to differentiate its many variations. One such
interesting class of supersymmetric model, the singlet-extended Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (xMSSM), exhibits characteristics not found in the MSSM [1].
The primary motivation for extending the MSSM to include a singlet field in the super-
potential is to provide a solution to the µ problem [2]. The µ-parameter is the mass term
for the Higgsinos which enters the chargino and neutralino mass matrices. By extending
the µ parameter, the only dimensionful parameter that is SUSY invariant, to an effective
parameter dynamically created by the vacuum expectation value (vev) of a singlet field, the
problem of fine tuning µ to the electroweak symmetry breaking scale is resolved. Otherwise,
the µ parameter is naturally either MP l, the Planck mass, or zero due to some higher sym-
metry preventing the µ term in the Lagrangian 1. However, a vanishing µ term is in conflict
with present chargino mass limits from LEP [4].
The superpotential term λHˆuHˆdSˆ of singlet extended models gives an effective µ-term
µeff = λ〈S〉 = λs√
2
, (1)
where 〈S〉 = s√
2
is the vev of the singlet field. Depending on what symmetry is imposed on
the singlet field interactions, the superpotential will include other terms associated with that
symmetry that are unique to the model. In Table I, we list these symmetries for the Next-
to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (NMSSM) [5], the Minimal Nonminimal Su-
persymmetric Standard Model (MNSSM) also known as the nearly Minimal Supersymmetic
Standard Model (nMSSM) [6, 7], the U(1)′-extended Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (UMSSM) [8], and the secluded U(1)′-extended Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (sMSSM) [9, 10]. Table I gives the additional superpotential term of each model and
the number of states in the neutralino and neutral Higgs sectors. The additional singlet
increases the number of the neutral states of the nMSSM and NMSSM by one as compared
to the MSSM.
1 For an alternative solution, see [3].
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The UMSSM has an additional neutralino and only one CP-odd neutral Higgs boson.
The associated goldstone is eaten by the Z ′, removing one degree of freedom from the Higgs
sector. The supersymmetric partner of the Z ′, the Z ′ino, is an additional neutralino.
The sMSSM contains three secluded singlet fields, Si, in addition to the one that generates
a µ term. These fields increase the number of neutral states in the neutral Higgs and
neutralino sectors by three. If the coupling among the secluded singlet fields, λS, in the
superpotential is small and the secluded singlet vevs are large, this model can mimic the
nMSSM with the states associated with the secluded singlet fields decoupled [1]. Therefore,
we refer to the results from the nMSSM as the n/sMSSM since the above limit of the
secluded model has similar behavior to the nMSSM. For a recent comprehensive review of
supersymmetric singlet models, see Ref. [11].
The charged Higgs and chargino sectors are the same for all the models, with one charged
Higgs boson and two charginos in all models.
Model: MSSM NMSSM nMSSM UMSSM sMSSM
Symmetry: – Z3 Z
R
5 ,Z
R
7 U(1)
′ U(1)′
Extra – κ
3
Sˆ3 tF Sˆ – λSS1S2S3
superpotential term – (cubic) (tadpole) – (trilinear secluded)
χ0i 4 5 5 6 9
H0i 2 3 3 3 6
A0i 1 2 2 1 4
TABLE I: Symmetries associated with each model and their respective terms in the superpotential;
the number of states in the neutralino and Higgs sectors are also given. All models have two
charginos, χ±i , and one charged Higgs boson, H
±.
An important search channel for SUSY at hadron colliders is trileptons arising from
neutralino and chargino cascade decays. This signal from χ02χ
±
1 associated production and
their subsequent decays has been well studied in the context of the MSSM and constrained
MSSM (CMSSM) [12]. The trilepton signal of the singlet-extended models can be different
from the MSSM as the masses and couplings of the neutralinos are modified. In addition,
five (or more) lepton signals occur due to an extra cascade to a light singlino. We investigate
the generic changes in cascade decays and the associated differences in the signals.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present the neu-
tralino spectrum of these models. In Section III, we discuss the neutralino and chargino
cascade decays including 3 lepton, 5 lepton and 7 lepton events and displaced vertices of
long lived neutralinos. Finally, in Section IV, we provide concluding remarks and future
directions.
II. NEUTRALINO SPECTRA
In the singlet extended models considered here at least one new neutralino state beyond
the MSSM exists. Depending on the model, the neutralino states can include four MSSM-
like states and one nearly decoupled singlino state, or the singlino can significantly mix with
the other states, as determined from the neutralino mass matrix
Mχ0 =


M1 0 −g1vd/2 g1vu/2 0 0
0 M2 g2vd/2 −g2vu/2 0 0
−g1vd/2 g2vd/2 0 −µeff −µeffvu/s g1′QHdvd
g1vu/2 −g2vu/2 −µeff 0 −µeffvd/s g1′QHuvu
0 0 −µeffvu/s −µeffvd/s
√
2κs g1′QSs
0 0 g1′QHdvd g1′QHuvu g1′QSs M1′


. (2)
Here the gaugino mass terms areM1,M1′, andM2 for the U(1)Y , U(1)
′, and SU(2)L gauginos,
respectively. Similarly, g1, g1′ , and g2 are the corresponding gauge couplings. For simplicity,
we assume gauge coupling and gaugino mass unification: g1′ =
√
5
3
g1 and M1 = M1′ =
5g2
1
3g2
2
M2, respectively.
The upper left 4×4 submatrix is the MSSM neutralino mass matrix. The n/sMSSM and
NMSSM mass matrices are the upper left 5×5 matrix, with κ→ 0 for the n/sMSSM. In the
decoupling limit of large singlet vev s, the distinctive features of the models are transparent.
In the NMSSM, there is a heavy singlino of mass
√
2κs which approximately decouples from
the rest of the neutralino spectrum 2. In contrast, the n/sMSSM has a very light neutralino
which is dominantly singlino.
2 Approximate analytic formulae for the neutralino masses in the NMSSM can be found in Ref. [13]. Here,
we obtain the exact masses by numerical diagonalization of Eq. (2)
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The UMSSM includes the entire matrix with κ→ 0 and contains additional terms involv-
ing the Higgs charge under the U(1)′ symmetry. This symmetry can result from breaking
a high scale symmetry such as E6 → SO(10) × U(1)ψ → SU(5) × U(1)χ × U(1)ψ. We
assume this breaking and parameterize the Higgs charges by the mixing angle between the
two surviving U(1)χ,ψ symmetries, θE6 (see Eq. 8 of Ref. [1] for the relations of the charges
to θE6 .) In the large s (decoupling) limit (indicated by Z
′ mass and Z − Z ′ mixing limits)
and M1′ near the EW scale this model has two heavy neutralinos with masses [14]
Mχ0
eS, eZ′
= |M1′
2
± g1′QSs|. (3)
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FIG. 1: Illustrative neutralino composition for the models in (a) a decoupled singlino scenario and
(b) a strongly mixed singino scenario. Here, the MSSM contains a light Bino and Wino and heavy
Higgsinos. The NMSSM has a similar spectrum, but contains an additional heavy neutralino,
while the n/sMSSM has a very light extra neutralino. The UMSSM has two additional neutralinos
that can intermix; their masses are strongly dependent on the singlet Higgs charge under the
U(1)′ symmetry and the corresponding gaugino mass value. Common parameters used for this
illustration are tan β = 3, µeff = 400 GeV, M2 = 250 GeV, and θE6 =
pi
4
for the UMSSM. For (a)
κ = 0.65 in the NMSSM and s = 2 TeV for the extended models; while for (b) κ = 0.25 in the
NMSSM, s = 800 GeV for the NMSSM and n/sMSSM while the UMSSM illustration has s = 1
TeV to satisfy the Z − Z ′ mixing constraints [14].
The singlet models of Fig. 1a, with a nearly decoupled singlino state, contain a neutralino
sub-spectrum similar to the MSSM. In the n/sMSSM, the singlino is lighter than the MSSM
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TABLE II: Model independent and dependent parameters and their ranges allowed in our scan.
We ignore the possibility of CP-violating phases
Model Independent parameters
1 ≤ tan β ≤ 50
−500 GeV ≤M2 ≤ 500 GeV
100 GeV ≤ µeff ≤ 1 GeV
100 GeV ≤ s ≤ 2 TeV
0 TeV ≤ As ≤ 1 TeV
−1 TeV ≤ At ≤ 1 TeV
Model dependent parameters
−0.75 ≤ κ ≤ 0.75
−1 TeV ≤ Aκ ≤ 1 TeV
−500 GeV ≤ t1/3S ≤ 500 GeV
−(500 GeV)2 ≤ tF ≤ (500 GeV)2
0 ≤ θE6 ≤ pi
neutralino states and is thereby accessible in cascade decays. In the NMSSM spectrum of
Fig. 1, the singlino is heavier than the other neutralino states and is therefore not likely to
be produced.
In a more general circumstance, significant mixing can occurs between the MSSM states
and the singlino states, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Some neutralino states can have an ap-
preciable, but not dominant contribution of singlino and this has an impact on the decay
branching fractions. Note that in the n/sMSSM the lightest neutralino is usually still de-
coupled. This will be the case unless s ∼ min{µeff , v} in which case the singlino terms in
the neutralino mass matrix are of comparable size to the higgsino terms.
A. Parameter scans
To obtain the neutralino and chargino spectrum, we performed a random scan over the
relevant parameters in the neutralino sector until 104 points in parameter space were found
to be consistent with the constraints listed below. Additionally, we scanned over parameters
of the Higgs sector so that we can accurately evaluate the neutralino and chargino decays
involving Higgs bosons. Parameters specific to the Higgs sector (As, Aκ, and tS) are present
in the soft Lagrangian [1]3. The scan parameters and ranges are summarized in Tbl. II.
3 Note the parameter conventions here follow Ref. [1] but differ slightly. Specifically, the Higgs parameter
λ is equivalent to hs and the parameters of the n/sMSSM, tF and tS are equivalent to M
2
n
ξF and M
3
n
ξS ,
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The allowed ranges of the neutralino masses and couplings are limited by experimental
constraints in both the neutralino and Higgs sectors. For a summary of the constraints spe-
cific to the Higgs and Z ′ sectors, see Ref. [1]. There are further constraints on each model
through neutralino contributions to the invisible Z width and supersymmetric contributions
to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon [15]. We found that constraints due to a
∼ 3σ anomaly in (g − 2)µ [16] are rather loose, as they can be evaded with large sfermion
masses, so we did not include them. Further constraints from the neutralino relic density
Ωχ0
1
have been computed in Ref. [7, 14]. The n/sMSSM is constrained by the three year
WMAP measurement Ωχ0
1
h2 = 0.127+0.007−0.013 (where h = 0.73 ± 0.03) [17] that places a lower
bound on the lightest neutralino mass of χ01 & 30 GeV. This calculation assumed annihi-
lation through a Z boson in the s-channel. Since other processes may increase the overall
neutralino annihilation rate (or allow decays into an almost decoupled lighter neutralino in
the n/sMSSM) and possibly lead to a more relaxed mχ0
1
bound, we do not enforce this lower
bound on the neutralino mass.
A very light neutralino can significantly impact the available parameter space of other
MSSM parameters. The requirement that the LSP be neutral removes a portion of MSSM
parameter space where the stau is lighter than χ01. However, in the n/sMSSM, this constraint
is not as limiting because the χ01 can be very light.
The singlino, |Ni5|2, and Z ′-ino, |Ni6|2, compositions of the light neutralinos are shown
in Fig. 2a where i is the mass index. The NMSSM and UMSSM can have a dominantly
singlino lightest neutralino (as can the Z ′-ino in the UMSSM), but it is less natural to achieve
this compared to the n/sMSSM. The second lightest neutralino in the UMSSM, however,
can have a significant fraction of singlino and Z ′-ino states as seen in Fig. 2b. We also
see that the heaviest state in the NMSSM is often dominantly singlino (or Z ′-ino in the
UMSSM). This is expected since most of the allowed parameter space in these models is in
the s decoupling limit, yielding a heavy, decoupled neutralino.
respectively.
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FIG. 2: Singlino and Z ′ino composition of (a-c) the three lightest neutralinos and (d) the heaviest
neutralino. The singlino composition is denoted with a black up triangle for the NMSSM, a red
down triangle for the n/sMSSM and a green left triangle for the UMSSM, while the Z ′ ino contri-
bution is denoted with a blue x. The lightest neutralino is dominantly singlino in the n/sMSSM,
while the UMSSM’s heavier neutralinos are naturally singlino and Z ′-ino. In the NMSSM, most
of the parameter range yields a heavy neutralino that is dominantly singlino. The vertical line in
(a) is the loose χ01 lower mass bound via constraints from Ωχ01h
2.
III. MULTILEPTON CASCADE DECAY SIGNALS
Due to the additional neutralino states, new cascade decay chains of the neutralinos and
charginos can be realized in singlet extended models. In the following, we examine the
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decays of neutralinos and discuss their differences from those of the MSSM as a means of
experimentally identifying models.
We calculate the partial decay widths with the program SDECAY [18] after appropriately
modifying neutralino couplings to include the effects of new particles as given in Appendix
A. We focus on the lighter neutralino and chargino decay modes as these states should be
produced more copiously at the LHC and at a future ILC.
A. Neutralino Decays
The neutralinos can decay via the following two body processes
χ0i → χ0jHk, χ0jZ, H∓χ±j , W∓χ±j , (4)
which are the dominant decay modes for the neutralinos when kinematically allowed. These
modes are the focus of our discussion. Otherwise, three body decays χ0i → χ0jf f¯ become
relevant. If the Z decays are leptonic, the flavor subtracted cross section, σχ0i→χ0je+e− +
σχ0i→χ0jµ+µ− − σχ0i→χ0je+µ− − σχ0i→χ0je−µ+ , can substantially reduce the SM background to
statistical fluctuations, with the SUSY signal remaining [19]. We treat the squarks and
sleptons in the neutralino decay chains as off-shell for simplicity and to emphasize the new
features in these models from the on shell decays in Eq. 4.
The two body decays of the second lightest neutralino are typically χ02 → χ01Z and χ01Ha.
In Fig. 3(a,b), we show the branching fractions of Z and H1, respectively. The mass of χ
0
2
in the n/sMSSM is significantly lighter than in the other models due to the extra neutralino
being very light. The second lightest neutralino χ02 is then similar in mass and composition
to χ01 of the MSSM; therefore, an additional step is added in χ
0
3 cascade decays resulting
from the extra decay to the very light χ01, e.g.,
[MSSM] χ02 → χ01 + Z,H1 (5)
[n/sMSSM] χ03 → χ02 + Z,H1 → χ01 + Z,H1 + Z,H1 (6)
The extended decay of Eq. 6 is also possible in the other singlet models but less prevalent4.
This extra decay from an MSSM-like χ02 to a singlino dominated χ
0
1 will be common to
4 Ellwanger et al. explored neutralino cascades in the NMSSM with universal soft supersymmetry breaking
terms at ∼ 1016 GeV for very small values of the couplings λ, κ ∼ O(10−2) [20].
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FIG. 3: Branching fractions of (a) χ02 → χ01Z and (b)χ02 → χ01H1 vs. the χ02 mass and (c) χ03 → χ02Z,
(d)χ03 → χ02H1, (e) χ03 → χ01Z, and (f)χ03 → χ01H1 vs. the χ03 mass.
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SUSY signals, including the end stage of the cascade decays of squarks and gluinos. In the
n/sMSSM, the lightest Higgs can be naturally light and singlet dominated, enhancing the
overall rate for that decay chain [1]. The decay of an O(100 GeV) neutralino into a lighter
neutralino and a reconstructed real Z would be characteristic of the n/sMSSM. Another
consequence of the extra light neutralino in the n/sMSSM is a five lepton signal resulting
from χ02χ
±
1 associated production, which will be discussed further in Section IIIC.
The branching fractions of χ03 → χ02Z,H1 are also shown in Fig. 3(c,d); they are typically
less than 40% in most of the models. The n/sMSSM and UMSSM can have an enhancement
due to a singlino (or Z ′-ino in the UMSSM) dominated lighter neutralino that makes the
χ03 → χ02X decays mimic the χ02 → χ01X processes in the MSSM (X = Z,H1). Alternatively,
χ03 can decay directly to the lighter χ
0
1 and a Z or Higgs boson with branching fraction shown
in Fig. 3(e,f).
As evident in Fig. 3, the neutralino decays in the NMSSM are quite similar to the MSSM
since the NMSSM often contains a heavy decoupled singlino. In the UMSSM, the additional
gauge boson, Z ′, can decay into neutralino pairs [21], at times producting a heavy Z ′-ino
neutralino. Heavy neutralino states may also be produced by the cascade decays of heavy
gluinos and squarks.
B. Chargino Decays
Chargino decays are also affected by the singlino via the allowed decay modes to neu-
tralinos. We calculate the two-body chargino decays
χ±i → χ±j W±, H±χ0j , χ±j Z, χ±j Hk. (7)
When these modes are not kinematically accessible, we include the suppressed three body
decays χ0j lν¯l, χ
±f f¯ .
The most abundantly produced chargino is usually the lightest due to kinematics. In
most of the parameter space the light neutralinos of the NMSSM and UMSSM mimic the
MSSM so the chargino decays are not expected to be significantly different from the MSSM.
The n/sMSSM, with its very light χ01, allows a decay mode of the lightest chargino that
is unavailable in the MSSM, namely, the direct decays to the light χ01 and the cascade decay
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via the χ02:
χ±1 → χ02lν¯ → χ01l′ l¯′lν¯. (8)
This cascade decay contributes to the 5 lepton and 7 lepton signals as discussed further
below.
C. Impact on Multilepton events
Trilepton events are expected to be one of the prominent signals of supersymmetry at
the LHC. As discussed above, the associated production of the light chargino and neutralino
states leads to trilepton events. In addition, production of g˜g˜, l˜l˜ and g˜χ02,3 contribute
to the trilepton signal if the gluinos and squarks are light [12]. However, if gluinos and
sleptons are heavy, most trilepton events will be from chargino and neutralino production
via the s-channel W± process. Some of the contributing neutralino and chargino decays to
multileptons are illustrated in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 4: Subprocesses that contribute to trilepton (a) and 5l (b) events at hadron colliders. When
the lightest neutralino is dominantly singlino, the trilepton process is enhanced kinematically since
χ02 in the xMSSM has the same mass as χ
0
1 in the MSSM with the same parameters. The 5l events
may be associated with χ03 production (or may also be due to χ
±
1 → χ02lν¯l).
The n/sMSSM yields an enhanced trilepton rate compared to the MSSM as χ01 is lighter,
providing more available phase space in the decay. Further, since the second lightest neu-
tralino in this model is also much lighter than in the MSSM, the production rate of χ02 is
enhanced.
Fig. 4b shows an example of a xMSSM signal with five leptons in the final state. In
the n/sMSSM, the decay chain starts with χ03, which has about the same mass as the χ
0
2 in
12
the MSSM. Alternatively, in the n/sMSSM 5l can be obtained from extending the chargino
decay chain χ02χ
±
1 → χ02 + χ02lν¯ → 2χ01 + ll¯ + ll¯ + lν¯ or from χ02χ±2 (but this production is
kinematically suppressed due to the heavier χ±2 ). Similar decays from χ
0
3χ
±
1 production can
result in a 7l final state. Fig. 5 shows predicted branching fraction of produced charginos and
neutralinos to trileptons, 5l and 7l through typical modes via on shell Z and W bosons vs.
the mass differences of the neutralinos in the decay. The branching fraction of the chargino
and neutralino to trileptons in (a,b) are bounded by Bf(Z → l+l−)×Bf(W± → lν¯) = 0.014
where l = e, µ.The 5l and 7l events, while rare, usually occur in the n/sMSSM due to the
extra step in the decay chain.
The n/sMSSM contains a high density of points in parameter space with relatively high
branching fractions to trileptons 5. However, the NMSSM trilepton rates are quite similar to
the MSSM since the singlino is often decoupled and does not appreciably change the decay
kinematics or couplings.
The Higgs sector may also have a strong impact on the rate of multileptons. The lightest
Higgs boson in these models can have masses below the current LEP bound on an MSSM
Higgs of 93 GeV, allowing decay modes unavailable in the MSSM. Since the lightest Higgs
of these xMSSM models are typically lighter than 140 GeV, additional pure leptonic contri-
butions are small (except for τ+τ−, which we are not considering here). Therefore, models
with high branching fractions to the Higgs typically have lower multilepton rates.
As a concrete example, we present the masses, total inclusive associated production cross
section of chargino and neutralino pairs through the dominant s-channel W process [12, 22]
and their resulting branching fractions from the cases illustrated in Fig. 1 in Table III.
D. Displaced vertices
Due to singlino and Z ′-ino mixing, the neutralinos may have a reduced coupling to SM
particles, yielding a suppressed neutralino decay width. The corresponding decay lengths
may be large enough to produce a displaced vertex. In extreme cases, the χ02 may escape
the detector before decay, thereby reducing the number of multilepton events. There are
two causes of a long decay length that we consider: a χ02 that is nearly degenerate with χ
0
1
5 Note that the trilepton production can affect the observed dilepton signals (particularly of interest for
like-sign dileptons) if one lepton is not identified.
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FIG. 5: Branching ratios of neutralinos and charginos to 3l, 5l and 7l via on shell Z and W
bosons vs. the neutralino mass-splitting ∆ij = mχ0i
−mχ0j where the leptons are summed over e
±
and µ±. Neutralino decays proceed through (a) χ02 → χ01ll¯, (b) χ03 → χ01ll¯, (c,d) χ03 → χ02ll¯ →
χ01 + 4l. Chargino decays occur via χ
±
1 → χ01W → χ01lν¯l in (a,b) and χ±1 → χ02W in (c,d).
Note that χ±2 → χ02W can be alternate modes that contribute to a five lepton signal. Note
that the branching fraction of the chargino and neutralino to trileptons in (a,b) are bounded by
Bf(Z → l+l−)×Bf(W±→ lν¯) = 0.014 where l = e, µ.
and a suppressed coupling between χ02 and χ
0
1.
The decay lengths of χ02 are shown in Fig. 6a. A neutralino with typical mass of 100
GeV can have a decay length that may be detectable via a displaced vertex in the UMSSM
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TABLE III: Production cross sections via s-channel W and 2-body branching fractions of light
neutralinos and charginos in the MSSM and extended models in the scenarios of Fig. 1(a,b).
Branching fractions not shown are kinematically inaccessible.
(a) (b)
Model MSSM N n/s U N n/s U
mχ0
1
(GeV) 120 120 3.2 120 119 18 120
mχ0
2
(GeV) 225 225 120 225 217 121 195
mχ0
3
(GeV) 403 403 225 398 292 228 223
mχ±
1
(GeV) 223 223 223 223 223 223 223
mH1 (GeV) 121 119 116 124 131 115 119
σ(pp→ χ02χ±1 ) (fb) 881 881 6.1 880 780 2.8 2.3
σ(pp→ χ03χ±1 ) (fb) 4.3 4.3 886 4.1 120 877 872
BF(χ02 → χ01Z) 1.00 0.99 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00 –
BF(χ02 → χ01H1) – – 0.13 – – – –
BF(χ03 → χ02Z) 0.26 0.26 0.12 0.26 – 0.04 –
BF(χ03 → χ02H1) 0.04 0.04 – 0.04 – – –
BF(χ03 → χ01Z) 0.10 0.10 0.50 0.11 0.54 0.42 1.00
BF(χ03 → χ01H1) 0.02 0.02 0.38 0.02 0.46 0.53 –
BF(χ±1 → χ01W ) 1.00 1.00 0.67 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00
BF(χ±
1
→ χ02W ) – – 0.33 – – 0.05 –
and n/sMSSM models while the NMSSM and MSSM models yield sub-micron and shorter
decay lengths that would be difficult to identify 6. The proper decay length can be large in
the UMSSM due to kinematic effects of a small mass-splitting of χ02 and χ
0
1. However, only
a small corner of the parameter space allows this accidental degeneracy. In the n/sMSSM,
a long decay length, as long as a few millimeters, is possible due to a small χ02χ
0
1 coupling
caused by χ01 being dominantly singlino.
If a singlino dominated neutralino is lighter than the lightest chargino, the χ±1 decay width
6 Displaced vertices of the NLSP have been explored in the NMSSM in Ref. [20]
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FIG. 6: (a) Proper decay length of the χ02 in meters vs. the neutralino mass. (b) Proper decay
length of χ02 vs. the mass-splitting, ∆21 = mχ02 −mχ01 .
can in principle be similarly suppressed. However, this is far less common with gaugino mass
unification, since χ±1 can decay into a lighter Bino dominated neutralino.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Singlet extended supersymmetric models are known to solve the µ problem of the MSSM,
by the addition of a singlet superfield. The singlino can affect the neutralino sector consid-
erably, both in the mass spectra and neutralino decays that are expected to give a strong
indication of supersymmetry in the form of 3 lepton, 5 lepton or 7 lepton events from cascade
decays of neutralinos and charginos. We emphasize the following properties of the neutralino
sector in these singlet extended models:
• The extended models can have an approximately decoupled neutralino that is domi-
nantly singlino, accompanied by approximately MSSM neutralino states. The lightest
neutralino is typically very light in the n/sMSSM, often below 50 GeV, whereas the
decoupled neutralinos in the NMSSM and UMSSM are heavy. The neutralinos of the
UMSSM and NMSSM can be strongly mixed with the MSSM like neutralinos.
• The parameter ranges allowed in the n/sMSSM can be extended beyond those allowed
by the MSSM. A very light neutralino in the n/sMSSM can allow a light stau that is
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not the LSP, thereby increasing the available parameter regions.
• The lightest neutralino in the n/sMSSM can significantly impact the predicted num-
bers of multilepton events. The χ01 of this model is dominantly singlino and the χ
0
2 is
similar in mass to the χ01 of the MSSM if similar model independent parameters are
taken. A new decay chain opens for χ03 (∼ χ02 in the MSSM) that increases the trilep-
ton rate. An excess in dilepton rates (particularly of interest for like-sign dileptons)
can also occur if one lepton is unidentified. Moreover, this scenario yields 5 lepton
events through the cascade chain χ±1 + χ
0
3 → χ01lν¯ + χ022l→ χ01lν¯ + χ014l.
• Chargino decays are indirectly affected via their decays to a lighter neutralino state.
The number of neutralino states lighter than the chargino and their respective compo-
sitions alter the chargino branching fractions. This is typically found in the n/sMSSM
where the chargino can decay to an MSSM like χ02 and a singlino χ
0
1, yielding another
contribution to the 5 lepton signal. Additionally, the extra step in a chargino decay
can allow a 7 lepton final state. Other models can also exhibit this behavior, but less
naturally.
• The neutralinos of singlet extended models may yield displaced vertices due to macro-
scopic decay lengths. If χ02 is either nearly degenerate with the lightest neutralino, or
the χ02χ
0
1 coupling is suppressed, the proper decay length can be O(1 mm) or more.
In the UMSSM, the two lightest neutralinos can be nearly degenerate, resulting in a
long decay length. The χ02 of the n/sMSSM can also have a large decay length as it
approximately decouples from the lighter singlino state.
Realistic simulations of the LHC signals of extended models will be undertaken in a future
study.
APPENDIX A: NEUTRALINO COUPLINGS
The neutralino couplings are altered from their usual MSSM couplings to the Higgs via
the additional singlet-singlino (and Z ′-ino in the UMSSM) interactions, as well as by the
extended Higgs sector. The CP-conserving Hiχ
0
jχ
0
k coupling is
Cχ0iχ0jHk = C
L
χ0iχ
0
jHk
PL + C
R
χ0iχ
0
jHk
PR, (A1)
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where
CRχ0iχ0jHk
=
1
2
(
(g1Ni1 − g2Ni2 − g1′QHdNi6)Nj3 +
√
2λNi4Nj5
)
Rk1+
+
1
2
(
(g2Ni2 − g1Ni1 − g1′QHuNi6)Nj4 +
√
2λNi3Nj5
)
Rk2+
+
1
2
(√
2λNi3Nj4 − g1′QSNi6Nj5 −
√
2κNi5Nj5
)
Rk3+
+ (i↔ j) (A2)
CLχ0iχ0jHk
= (CRχ0iχ0jHk
)∗. (A3)
where Nij are the rotation matrices which diagonalize the neutralino mass matrix in Eq. 2
and Rij+ diagonalize the Higgs mass-squared matrix in the (Hd, Hu, S) basis (see Eq. (26) of
Ref [1]).
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